
Exploring the QCD phase diagram with fluctuations

• Why fluctuations 

• Making the connection between experiment and theory (Lattice QCD)
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The phase diagram
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Increase chemical potential by lowering the beam energy 

In reality, we add baryons (nucleons) from target and projectile to mid-rapidity 



What we know about the Phase Diagram
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T

µ~920 MeV

Lattice QCD: 
Tc ~ 155 MeV 
pseudo-critical line up to O(µ2) 
pressure (EoS) up to O(µ8)

Theory, 
Measurements 

155MeV

Nuclear  
Liquid-Gas

Figure from HotQCD coll., PRD ‘14



What we are looking for
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T

µ~920 MeV

155MeV

Nuclear  
Liquid-Gas

Critical Point / co-existence ?

Remnants of chiral criticality

We are dealing with small system of finite lifetime 

NO real singularities!



Cumulants and Phase structure
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What we always see.... What it really means....

“Tc” ~ 155 MeV

S. Borsanyi et al, JHEP 1011 (2010) 077 



Derivatives
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Tc Tc

1st order 5th order

3th order0th order



How to measure derivatives
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Cumulants of Energy measure the temperature derivatives of the EOS

Z = tr e�Ê/T+µ/TN̂B
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Cumulants of Baryon number measure the chem. pot. derivatives of the EOS
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 change sign at transition 

Negative “above” transition 
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Model calculation by Agnieszka Sorensen (Wergieluk) 
arXiv:2011.06635 

Asakawa et al, arXiv:0904.2089



Cumulants have been measured
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HADES arXiv:2002.08701
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FIG. 22. (Color online) Au+Au data: E�ciency and N2LO
volume corrected proton cumulant ratios plotted as a function
of the width of the rapidity bin defined by y 2 y0 ± �y and
0.4  pt  1.6 GeV/c. Shown are ! = K2/K1 (top), �1⇥� =
K3/K2 (middle), and �2 ⇥ �2 = K4/K2 (bottom) for various
5% centrality selections. Error bars are statistical only, and
dashed lines connect the data points belonging to a given
centrality. With decreasing �y, all ratios tend towards unity
(indicated also by a horizontal line), i.e. they approach the
Poisson limit where K1 = K2 = K3 = K4.

further, curvature terms become even more important,
as shown in Fig. 24 which compares volume-corrected re-
duced proton cumulants and fits in the two rapidity bins,
y 2 y0 ± 0.2 and y 2 y0 ± 0.4. Consequently, all results
presented in the following were obtained by consistently
applying the full N2LO volume corrections.

Comparing furthermore the measured reduced proton
cumulants of Fig. 24 with their transport calculation
counterparts, as shown in Fig. 16, one can notice a quali-
tative agreement for the y 2 y0±0.2 rapidity bite. Espe-
cially the IQMD model seems to capture the basic trends
of n with Npart, including the presence of a curvature
in 2. However, in our simulations, all three codes used
(IQMD, UrQMD, and HSD) generally miss the absolute
magnitudes of n, 0

n, and 00
n. In the present study we

refrained, however, from a more detailed comparison of
our data with model calculations.

From the reduced cumulants n, the full proton cumu-
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FIG. 23. (Color online) Au+Au data: E�ciency and N2LO
volume corrected reduced proton cumulants n for the phase-
space bin y 2 y0±0.2 and 0.4  pt  1.6 GeV/c as a function
of mean Npart, using 5% centrality bins. Shown are the data
without volume correction (open triangles), with Skokov et al.
[75] correction (open circles), and with N2LO correction (solid
squares). Vertical bars are statistical errors, cups delimit full
systematic errors (shown on the N2LO corrected points only),
and horizontal bars shown in (a) correspond to the width
(±1 s.d.) of the Npart distribution in the given centrality bin.
Solid curves are N2LO fits, dashed curves are NLO fits (for
comparison), and shaded bands are the ±1 s.d. statistical
errors of the fits.

lants Kn = Npart n as well as their ratios are readily ob-
tained. Cumulant ratios are shown as a function of Npart

in Fig. 25 for rapidity bites y 2 y0± 0.2 and y 2 y0± 0.4.
In contrast to the narrow mid-rapidity bin y 2 y0 ± 0.05
(cf. Fig. 22), the deviation from the Poisson limit – where
all Kn would be equal – is blatantly apparent: Except for
the notable region around Npart = 150, cumulant ratios
at all orders di↵er strongly from unity and they display,
overall, a highly non-trivial Npart dependence. Ratios of
cumulants are intensive (although not strongly intensive)
quantities, meaning that they do not depend on the mean
source volume. They are therefore often favored when di-
rectly comparing data from di↵erent experiments, where
e.g. the selected centralities may di↵er.

B. Correlators

As pointed out in Refs. [83–85], the essential informa-
tion contained in particle number cumulants is related
to the physics of multi-particle correlations, the underly-
ing mechanism of which we hope to unravel. Indeed, the

STAR arXiv:2001.02852

Nu Xu “Criticality in QCD and the Hadron Resonance Gas”,  July 29 – 31, Wroclaw, Poland 14 / 24

Collision Energy Dependence: !" and #"$

1) HRG and transport model predicted monotonical energy dependence: AMPT, JAM, UrQMD. 
Suppression at low energy due to conservation.

2) Net-proton 3rd and 4th orders: deviate from the Poisson limit in the most central collisions!
3) ‘Attractive’ of protons at the 7.7 GeV collisions? HADES: 2002.08701

STAR: arXiv: 2001.02852 (resubmitted)
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Close to µ=0
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a ~ curvature of critical line

Needs higher order cumulants (derivatives) at µ ~ 0

F = F (r), r =
p

T 2 + aµ2

T

µ

�2

�µ2
F (T, µ)|µ=0 =

a

T

�

�T
F (T, µ = 0) � �E�
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Free energy:



Cumulants at small µ

• Baryon number cumulants can be 
calculated in Lattice QCD 

- possible test of chiral criticality  

• Lattice: 
- Baryon number cumulants 
- grand canonical ensemble 
- fixed volume 

• Experiment 
- Total baryon number is conserved  
- Proton cumulants  
- Volume (Npart) fluctuates 
- dynamical: memory effect, hadronic phase
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Asakawa, Kitazawa, ’12

Bzdak et, ’13, Rustamov et al,’17

Mukherjee et al, ’15 

Steinheimer et al, ‘18

Friman et al, ’11

Figure 6. Taylor expansion coefficients for B�2
B = �B

4 (T,µ̂B)
�B
2 (T,µ̂B)

as functions of the temperature: rB,0
42

(left panel) rB,2
42 (middle panel), rB,4

42 (right panel). The latter is not obtained independently, but
by means of the prior ansatz (see text): for this reason, we plot it in green.

Figure 7. SB�3
B/MB (left panel) and B�2

B (right panel) extrapolated to finite chemical potential.
The left panel is extrapolated up to O(µ̂2

B). In the right panel, the darker bands correspond to the
extrapolation up to O(µ̂2

B), whereas the lighter bands also include the O(µ̂4
B) term.

5 Conclusions and outlook

In this manuscript, we have calculated several diagonal and non-diagonal fluctuations of
electric charge, baryon number and strangeness up to sixth-order, in a system of 2+1+1
quark flavors with physical quark masses, on a lattice with size 483 ⇥ 12. The analysis
has been performed simulating the lower order fluctuations at zero and imaginary chemical
potential µB, and extracting the higher order fluctuations as derivatives of the lower order
ones at µB = 0. The chemical potentials for electric charge and strangeness have both
been set to zero in the simulations. From these fluctuations, we have constructed ratios
of baryon number cumulants as functions of T and µB, by means of a Taylor series which
takes into account the experimental constraints hnSi = 0 and hnQi = 0.4hnBi. These ratios
qualitatively explain the behavior observed in the experimental measurements by the STAR
collaboration as functions of the collision energy.

– 12 –

K4

K2

Wuppertal-Budapest, arXiv:1805.04445

μB
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FIG. 10. The cumulant ratios (bands) RB
31(T, µB) ⌘

SB�
3
B/MB and RB

42(T, µB) ⌘ B�
2
B versus RB

12(T, µB) ⌘
MB/�

2
B on the pseudo-critical line calculated from NNLO

Taylor series. Data are results on cumulant ratios of net
proton-number fluctuations obtained by the STAR Collab-
oration [18]. Also shown are preliminary results obtained atp
sNN = 54.4 GeV [20]. Dashed lines show joint fits to the

data as described in the text.

In Fig. 10 we show lattice QCD results up to RB

12 =
0.75, which corresponds to µB = Tpc(µB) ' 154.5 MeV.
The width of the bands shown in the figure reflect the
error on Tpc(µB) as given in Eq. 1 as well as the error
on the NNLO and continuum limit estimates for RB

31 and
RB

42. Note that the upper end of these error bands cor-
respond to the lower temperature, i.e. T = 155 MeV at
µB = 0 and T ' 152.5 MeV at µB/T = 1.

Also shown in this figure are results for the skewness
and kurtosis ratios of net proton-number fluctuations ob-
tained by the STAR Collaboration [18, 20]. These ratios
are plotted versus the measured ratio of mean over vari-
ance of net proton-number fluctuations, which is taken
as a proxy for the net baryon-number cumulant ratio4

RB

12.
As the experimentally determined skewness ratio of

net proton-number fluctuations has a rather weak de-
pendence on RP

12 and also the QCD result for RB

31 has
a weak dependence on RB

12, it obviously is not of much
importance for the comparison of data and lattice QCD
calculations whether RP

12 equals RB

12 or only is a proxy
within say (10-20)%. More relevant is the question to
what extent the magnitude of RP

31 is a good approxima-
tion5 for RB

31. A direct comparison between RP

31 and RB

31,
as shown in Fig. 10, suggests that freeze-out happens in

4
In a non-interacting HRG with vanishing strangeness and

electric-charge chemical potential the mean over variance of net

proton-number fluctuations and net baryon-number fluctuations

are identical. In the case of a strangeness neutral (nS = 0

with nQ/nB = 0.4), non-interacting HRG, however, the latter is

about 10% smaller.
5

Many caveats for a direct comparison between net baryon-

number fluctuations calculated in equilibrium thermodynamics

and net proton-number fluctuations measured in heavy ion col-

lisions have been discussed in the literature [10, 13]. The lattice
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FIG. 11. The cumulant ratios RB
51(T, µB) and RB

62(T, µB)
vs. RB

12(T, µB) evaluated on the pseudo-critical line. Data are
preliminary results for the cumulant ratio RP

62 of net proton-
number fluctuations obtained by the STAR Collaboration atp
sNN = 200 GeV and 54.4 GeV for the (0-40)% centrality

class [20].

the vicinity but below the pseudo-critical temperature.
In fact, as can be seen in Figs. 4 and 7, the ratios RB

31
and RB

42 are decreasing functions of the temperature. Ex-
perimental data for RP

31 lying above the theoretical band
for RB

31, evaluated on the pseudo-critical line, thus sug-
gest freeze-out to happen at a lower temperature.
Although errors on experimental results for the kurto-

sis ratio RP

42 are large, they are thermodynamically con-
sistent with the data on the skewness ratio as pointed out
already in our earlier analysis [19]. This gets further sup-
port through recent high statistics6 data obtained by the
STAR Collaboration at

p
sNN = 54.4 GeV [20]. These

data are shown in Fig. 10 at RP

12 = 0.4672(2). For this
value of the beam energy the kurtosis ratio RP

42 is found
to be smaller than RP

31. The magnitude of this di↵erence,
RP

42 � RP

31 = �0.12(5), is in good agreement with the
corresponding lattice QCD result on the pseudo-critical
line. For the range RB

12 = 0.45(5), which corresponds to
µB = (80�100) MeV, or µB/T = 0.57(7), we find from a
fit to the di↵erence of RB

42 and RB

31, R
B

42�RB

31 = �0.08(3).
At these values of the baryon chemical potential (or for
RB

12 ' 0.5) the NNLO results for the skewness and kurto-
sis ratios, presented in the previous section, seem to su↵er
little from truncation e↵ects in the Taylor expansions.
Also shown in Fig. 10 with dashed lines is a joint

fit to the experimental data on RP

31 and RP

42 [18] for
p
sNN � 19.6 GeV using a quadratic ansatz, already used

QCD results shown in Fig. 10 thus may be considered only as

a starting point for a more refined analysis of the experimental

data that may take into account e↵ects arising from experimen-

tal acceptance cuts, the small size of the hot and dense medium,

non-equilibrium e↵ects etc.
6
Statistics at

p
sNN = 54.4 GeV is a factor 3.4 larger than atp

sNN = 200 GeV and a factor (17-30) larger than at the otherp
sNN data sets shown in Fig. 10.

HotQCD, arXiv:2001.08530 
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⟨B⟩
⟨δB2⟩

∼ μB

Gorenstein et al, 11, Skokov et al, ‘13



Cumulants at small µ

• Baryon number cumulants can be 
calculated in Lattice QCD 

- possible test of chiral criticality  

• Lattice: 
- Baryon number cumulants 
- grand canonical ensemble 
- fixed volume 

• Experiment 
- Total baryon number is conserved  
- Proton cumulants  
- Volume (Npart) fluctuates 
- dynamical: memory effect, hadronic phase
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(left panel) rB,2
42 (middle panel), rB,4

42 (right panel). The latter is not obtained independently, but
by means of the prior ansatz (see text): for this reason, we plot it in green.

Figure 7. SB�3
B/MB (left panel) and B�2

B (right panel) extrapolated to finite chemical potential.
The left panel is extrapolated up to O(µ̂2

B). In the right panel, the darker bands correspond to the
extrapolation up to O(µ̂2

B), whereas the lighter bands also include the O(µ̂4
B) term.

5 Conclusions and outlook

In this manuscript, we have calculated several diagonal and non-diagonal fluctuations of
electric charge, baryon number and strangeness up to sixth-order, in a system of 2+1+1
quark flavors with physical quark masses, on a lattice with size 483 ⇥ 12. The analysis
has been performed simulating the lower order fluctuations at zero and imaginary chemical
potential µB, and extracting the higher order fluctuations as derivatives of the lower order
ones at µB = 0. The chemical potentials for electric charge and strangeness have both
been set to zero in the simulations. From these fluctuations, we have constructed ratios
of baryon number cumulants as functions of T and µB, by means of a Taylor series which
takes into account the experimental constraints hnSi = 0 and hnQi = 0.4hnBi. These ratios
qualitatively explain the behavior observed in the experimental measurements by the STAR
collaboration as functions of the collision energy.
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FIG. 10. The cumulant ratios (bands) RB
31(T, µB) ⌘

SB�
3
B/MB and RB

42(T, µB) ⌘ B�
2
B versus RB

12(T, µB) ⌘
MB/�

2
B on the pseudo-critical line calculated from NNLO

Taylor series. Data are results on cumulant ratios of net
proton-number fluctuations obtained by the STAR Collab-
oration [18]. Also shown are preliminary results obtained atp
sNN = 54.4 GeV [20]. Dashed lines show joint fits to the

data as described in the text.

In Fig. 10 we show lattice QCD results up to RB

12 =
0.75, which corresponds to µB = Tpc(µB) ' 154.5 MeV.
The width of the bands shown in the figure reflect the
error on Tpc(µB) as given in Eq. 1 as well as the error
on the NNLO and continuum limit estimates for RB

31 and
RB

42. Note that the upper end of these error bands cor-
respond to the lower temperature, i.e. T = 155 MeV at
µB = 0 and T ' 152.5 MeV at µB/T = 1.

Also shown in this figure are results for the skewness
and kurtosis ratios of net proton-number fluctuations ob-
tained by the STAR Collaboration [18, 20]. These ratios
are plotted versus the measured ratio of mean over vari-
ance of net proton-number fluctuations, which is taken
as a proxy for the net baryon-number cumulant ratio4

RB

12.
As the experimentally determined skewness ratio of

net proton-number fluctuations has a rather weak de-
pendence on RP

12 and also the QCD result for RB

31 has
a weak dependence on RB

12, it obviously is not of much
importance for the comparison of data and lattice QCD
calculations whether RP

12 equals RB

12 or only is a proxy
within say (10-20)%. More relevant is the question to
what extent the magnitude of RP

31 is a good approxima-
tion5 for RB

31. A direct comparison between RP

31 and RB

31,
as shown in Fig. 10, suggests that freeze-out happens in

4
In a non-interacting HRG with vanishing strangeness and

electric-charge chemical potential the mean over variance of net

proton-number fluctuations and net baryon-number fluctuations

are identical. In the case of a strangeness neutral (nS = 0

with nQ/nB = 0.4), non-interacting HRG, however, the latter is

about 10% smaller.
5

Many caveats for a direct comparison between net baryon-

number fluctuations calculated in equilibrium thermodynamics

and net proton-number fluctuations measured in heavy ion col-

lisions have been discussed in the literature [10, 13]. The lattice
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FIG. 11. The cumulant ratios RB
51(T, µB) and RB

62(T, µB)
vs. RB

12(T, µB) evaluated on the pseudo-critical line. Data are
preliminary results for the cumulant ratio RP

62 of net proton-
number fluctuations obtained by the STAR Collaboration atp
sNN = 200 GeV and 54.4 GeV for the (0-40)% centrality

class [20].

the vicinity but below the pseudo-critical temperature.
In fact, as can be seen in Figs. 4 and 7, the ratios RB

31
and RB

42 are decreasing functions of the temperature. Ex-
perimental data for RP

31 lying above the theoretical band
for RB

31, evaluated on the pseudo-critical line, thus sug-
gest freeze-out to happen at a lower temperature.
Although errors on experimental results for the kurto-

sis ratio RP

42 are large, they are thermodynamically con-
sistent with the data on the skewness ratio as pointed out
already in our earlier analysis [19]. This gets further sup-
port through recent high statistics6 data obtained by the
STAR Collaboration at

p
sNN = 54.4 GeV [20]. These

data are shown in Fig. 10 at RP

12 = 0.4672(2). For this
value of the beam energy the kurtosis ratio RP

42 is found
to be smaller than RP

31. The magnitude of this di↵erence,
RP

42 � RP

31 = �0.12(5), is in good agreement with the
corresponding lattice QCD result on the pseudo-critical
line. For the range RB

12 = 0.45(5), which corresponds to
µB = (80�100) MeV, or µB/T = 0.57(7), we find from a
fit to the di↵erence of RB

42 and RB

31, R
B

42�RB

31 = �0.08(3).
At these values of the baryon chemical potential (or for
RB

12 ' 0.5) the NNLO results for the skewness and kurto-
sis ratios, presented in the previous section, seem to su↵er
little from truncation e↵ects in the Taylor expansions.
Also shown in Fig. 10 with dashed lines is a joint

fit to the experimental data on RP

31 and RP

42 [18] for
p
sNN � 19.6 GeV using a quadratic ansatz, already used

QCD results shown in Fig. 10 thus may be considered only as

a starting point for a more refined analysis of the experimental

data that may take into account e↵ects arising from experimen-

tal acceptance cuts, the small size of the hot and dense medium,

non-equilibrium e↵ects etc.
6
Statistics at

p
sNN = 54.4 GeV is a factor 3.4 larger than atp

sNN = 200 GeV and a factor (17-30) larger than at the otherp
sNN data sets shown in Fig. 10.

HotQCD, arXiv:2001.08530 
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Friman et al, ’11



Baryon number conservation and lattice 
susceptibilities

• Charges (baryon number, strangeness, electric charge) are conserved globally in HI collisions 
• Lattice (and most other calculations) work in the grand canonical ensemble: charges may 

fluctuate 
• Effect of charge conservation have been calculated in the ideal gas/HRG limit.  

NON-neglibile corrections especially for higher order cumulants 
(Bzdak et al 2013, Rustamov et al. 2017,…) 

• Wouldn’t it be nice to know what the effect of charge conservation on  
real QCD (aka lattice) susceptibilities is?

13

A. BZDAK, V. KOCH, AND V. SKOKOV PHYSICAL REVIEW C 87, 014901 (2013)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Ratios of odd- and even-order cumulants
as a function of the fraction of measured baryons, p. The parameters
are B = 300, ⟨NB⟩ = 400, and ⟨NB̄⟩ = 100.

As already mentioned, the ratios of the odd-order cumulants
depend only on p. This allows us to construct the following
combination:

D = R5,1 − R3,1
!
1 − 3

4 (1 + γ )(3 − γ )
"
, (18)

such that D = 0 for the baryon-conservation-corrected dis-
tribution PB(n), Eq. (7), for any values of p, z, and B. Here,
γ = ±

#
1 + 8R3,1. The upper (lower) sign should be taken for

p < 3/4 (p > 3/4).8 Also, D = 0 for the Skellam distribution.

8For an analysis of experimental data, the case with p < 3/4 should
be considered.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Ratios of odd- and even-order cumulants
as a function of the fraction of measured baryons, p, in the range of
values which are of experiment interest. The parameters are B = 300,
⟨NB⟩ = 400, and ⟨NB̄⟩ = 100.

Therefore, a deviation of D from zero may indicate physics
that is not related to global baryon conservation.

IV. DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS

Several comments are in order regarding our results
obtained in the previous sections:

(i) The distribution (7) depends on z =
√

⟨NB⟩⟨NB̄⟩,
where ⟨NB⟩ (⟨NB̄⟩) is the total baryon (antibaryon)
number present in the Skellam distributions (1) and
(2). Thus, ⟨NB⟩ (⟨NB̄⟩) is related to the system without
baryon conservation. It is natural to expect that baryon
conservation will modify ⟨NB⟩ (⟨NB̄⟩); however, as we
argue below this correction is negligible. A straightfor-
ward calculation gives

⟨NB,B̄⟩C = z
IB∓1(2z)
IB(2z)

, (19)

where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to ⟨NB⟩C
(⟨NB̄⟩C), with ⟨NB⟩C − ⟨NB̄⟩C = B. Here the subscript
⟨·⟩C refers to averages obtained with full baryon number
conservation. Under the constraint ⟨NB⟩ − ⟨NB̄⟩ = B,
one can express z in terms of ⟨NB,B̄⟩C, and to a very
good approximation we find

z ≈
#

⟨NB⟩C⟨NB̄⟩C. (20)

Using the properties of the modified Bessel functions,
one can show that corrections to Eq. (20) are important
only if both B and ⟨NB⟩C⟨NB̄⟩C simultaneously assume
a value of the order of one or smaller. This is never
the case in heavy-ion collisions. Relation (20) together
with the requirement that ⟨NB⟩ − ⟨NB̄⟩ = B ensures
that ⟨NB⟩ ≈ ⟨NB⟩C and ⟨NB̄⟩ ≈ ⟨NB̄⟩C to very good
precision. The same identities also hold if we only
consider protons. Therefore, the formalism developed
in the previous section is of a great phenomenological
value since it allows us to calculate the effect of baryon
number conservation on the probability distribution and
its cumulants given experimentally determined average
yields.

(ii) We have shown that the odd-order cumulants do not
depend on ⟨NB,B̄⟩; their ratios are independent of B
and uniquely defined by one parameter, the fraction
of observed baryons (protons), p. This turns out to be
very useful for the phenomenological analysis of exper-
imental data. For example, chiral model calculations at
nonzero baryon densities show that both R3,1 and R5,1
are nontrivial functions of temperature and chemical
potential close to the crossover and the CEP. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 3, where we present the results
obtained in the Polyakov loop-extended quark-meson
model [17] for R3,1 and R5,1. We also show the new
observable D [see Eq. (18)], which exhibits strong,
temperature-dependent deviations from the baseline of
D = 0, even for temperatures below the pseudo-critical
one, T < Tpc. Therefore, effects due to a possible phase
transition should be accessible in experiment via an
analysis of this new observable D.

014901-4

This can actually be done!

V. Vovchenko,  O. Savchuk, R. Poberezhnyuk, M. Gorenstein, V.K., arXiv 2003.13905,  

V. Vovchenko,  R. Poberezhnyuk, V.K., arXiv:2007.03850

Bzdak et al, 2013



Subensemble acceptance method  
(SAM)

14

Partition a thermal system with a globally conserved charge B (canonical ensemble) into two subsystems 
which can exchange the charge

The canonical partition function then reads:

The probability to have charge B1 in V1 is:

V = V1 + V2

Assume thermodynamic limit: 

V, V1, V2 → ∞;
V1

V
= α = const;

V2

V
= (1 − α) = const;

V1, V2 ≫ ξ3 ξ = correlation length

Zce(T, V, B) = ∑
B1

Zce(T, V1, B1)Zce(T, V − V1, B − B1)

P(B1) ∼ Zce(T, αV, B1)Zce(T, (1 − α)V, B − B1), α ≡ V1/V



Subensemble acceptance method  
(SAM)

15

In the thermodynamic limit, ,  expressed through free energy density𝑉 → ∞ 𝑍𝑐𝑒

Cumulant generating function for B1:

All  can be calculated by determining the t-dependent first cumulant   𝜅𝑛
~𝜅1[𝐵1(𝑡)]

or

Cumulants of B1:



Making the connection…

𝐵1/𝑉
⟨𝐵1(𝑡)⟩

16

Thermodynamic limit:  highly peaked at 
~𝑃(𝐵1; 𝑡) ⟨𝐵1(𝑡)⟩

 is a solution to equation  / d  = 0:⟨𝐵1(𝑡)⟩ 𝑑~𝑃 𝐵1

t = 0: 
             , ,  
i.e. conserved charge uniformly distributed between the two subsystems

𝜌𝐵1
= 𝜌𝐵2

= 𝐵/𝑉 𝐵1 = 𝛼𝐵

with



Second order cumulant

17

(*)

Solve the equation for :~𝜅2

t = 0:

Higher-order cumulants: iteratively differentiate  w.r.t. t~𝜅2

Differentiate condition for maximum of ,  ~𝑃(𝐵1; 𝑡)



Full result up to sixth order

18

– grand-canonical susceptibilities e.g from Lattice QCD!!

Details:  Vovchenko, et al. arXiv:2003.13905

β = 1 − α



Cumulant ratios

19

Some common cumulant ratios: 

scaled variance

skewness

kurtosis

• Global conservation ( ) and equation of state ( ) effects factorize in cumulants up to the 3rd 
order, starting from  not anymore 

•  : Grand canonical limit 

• : canonical limit 

• :  recover known results for ideal gas

𝛼 𝜒𝐵
𝑛

𝜅4

𝛼 → 0
𝛼 → 1
χ2n = < N > + < N̄ > ; χ2n+1 = < N > − < N̄ >



Net baryon fluctuations at LHC and top RHIC 
(µB=0)

20

Lattice data for  and  

 from Borsanyi et al., 1805.04445 

𝜒𝐵
4 /𝜒𝐵

2 𝜒𝐵
6 /𝜒𝐵

2

•  difficult to distinguish effects of the EoS and baryon conservation in  

•  is a sweet spot where measurements are mainly sensitive to the EoS

𝛼 > 0.2 𝜒𝐵
6 /𝜒𝐵

2
𝛼 ≤ 0.1

• Estimate:  corresponds to  at LHC (RHIC)𝛼 ≈ 0.1 Δ𝑌𝑎𝑐𝑐 ≈ 2(1)



Multiple conserved charges 
(Vovchenko, R.Poberezhnyuk, V.K, arXiv:2007.03850)

21

14

κ κ

κ κ

α

κ κ

Figure 1. Dependence of combinations of second order cumulants of conserved charges on the acceptance fraction ↵, as
calculated in the hadron resonance gas model using canonical ensemble Monte Carlo sampler (symbols) and analytically in
the framework of the subensemble acceptance method (lines). The Monte Carlo calculation contains 108 events. Left panel:
Diagonal cumulants of net-baryon (black), net-charge (blue), and net-strangeness (red) numbers scaled by a factor ↵�V T 3,
yielding the grand-canonical susceptibilities in the SAM [Eq. (40)]. Here � ⌘ 1 � ↵. Right panel: O↵-diagonal to diagonal
conserved charge cumulant ratios BQ

11 /B
2 (black), QS

11 /S
2 (blue), and BS

11 /S
2 (red).

C. Third order cumulants of conserved charges

Let us consider now third order cumulants. First we analyze the so-called skewness ratio 
X
3 /

X
2 for X = B,Q, S.

The skewness is a non-Gaussian fluctuation measure that characterizes the asymmetry of a distribution around the
mean value. The signs of the skewness of QCD conserved charges are thought to be sensitive probes of the QCD
phase structure [60]. The SAM predicts that the skewness 

X
3 /

X
2 scaled by (1 � 2↵) is independent of acceptance

and coincides with the skewness �X
3 /�

X
2 evaluated in the grand canonical ensemble.

The left panel of Fig. 2 depicts the ratios (X
3 /

X
2 )/(1 � 2↵) for baryon number, electric charge, and strangeness

evaluated using the Monte Carlo event generator. The Monte Carlo results are consistent with (X
3 /

X
2 )/(1 � 2↵)

being independent on ↵ and coincide with the grand canonical (�X
3 /�

X
2 ) susceptibility ratios.

In addition, the SAM predicts that any ratio of two third order cumulants of conserved charges is insensitive to
global conservation laws. This follows from Eq. (41). The right panel of Fig. 2 depicts the ↵-dependence of cumulant
ratios B

3 /
Q
3 , 

QS
21 /

S
3 , and 

BS
12 /

S
3 , as calculated within the Monte Carlo event generator (symbols) and within the

SAM using the grand canonical susceptiblities. The Monte Carlo calculations are consistent with the ↵-independence
of all these ratios, and in agreement with the grand canonical baseline, as predicted by the SAM. The statistical
errors in the Monte Carlo calculations become large in the vicinity of ↵ = 1/2, as clearly seen in Fig. 2. This is a
consequence of the fact that third order cumulants vanish at ↵ = 1/2, as follows from Eq. (41). A ratio of third
order cumulants in the vicinity of ↵ = 1/2 corresponds to a ratio of two small numbers, hence the large statistical
uncertainties. As a consequence, it would be advisable to perform experimental analysis of third order cumulants in
acceptances away from ↵ = 1/2.

D. Fourth order cumulants of conserved charges

We turn now to fourth order cumulants. An interesting new aspect here is that fourth order cumulants are
determined not only by the corresponding fourth order GCE susceptibilities but also by second and third order mixed
susceptibilities, as seen from Eqs. (42) [see also Eq. (55)]. The HRG model analysis allows to estimate the importance
of these mixed susceptibilities with regard to the behavior of fourth order cumulants in a finite acceptance.

We shall analyze here the fourth-to-second order ratios 
X
4 /

X
2 of diagonal cumulants for X = B,Q, S – the so-

called kurtosis of a conserved charge distribution. The kurtosis of the baryon number in a subvolume V1 = ↵V is

Key findings: 
• Ratios of second and third order cumulants  
   are NOT sensitive to charge conservation 

• This is also true for so called “strongly 
       intensive quantities” 

• Requires that acceptance fraction  
      is the same for both particles (or Q and S)

α

• For order n>3 charge cumulants “mix”. 
   Effect in HRG is tiny

7

Here i1, . . . , i6 = 1, . . . , N in all of the above equations. The notation
P

�2SM
corresponds to a sum over all M!

permutations of a set (1, . . . ,M). �i is the ith element of the permutation �. In Appendix B we provide an example
of a detailed calculation of a fourth order cumulant using Eq. (42). This example is useful for understanding the
notation entering Eqs. (39)-(44). A Mathematica notebook to express cumulants in Eqs. (39)-(44) in terms of the
susceptibilities using the QCD notation (2) is available via [47].

It follows from Eq. (42) that global conservation e↵ects generally a↵ect di↵erent fourth order cumulants in a di↵erent
way. In contrast to the cumulants of lower order, the global conservation e↵ects do not cancel in ratios of fourth order
cumulants. An exception to this are vanishing chemical potentials, µ̂ = 0, where �̂ijk = 0 for all i, j, k and where only
the first term in the r.h.s of (42) is non-zero. The fifth order cumulants (43) have a structure similar to the fourth
order cumulants. Thus, at µ̂ = 0 the e↵ects of global conservation cancel in any ratio of any two four order and any
two five order cumulants. The sixth order cumulants (44) have a considerably more involved structure.

F. Conserved charges in QCD

1. Single conserved charge B

Let us consider the case of a single conserved charge – the baryon number B. Then Q̂ = (B), N = 1 and
�̂i1,...,iM = �

B
M , i.e. all in = 1. Using the results of the preceding three subsections we can write the cumulants of

baryon number B1 inside a subvolume explicitly:

1[B
1] = ↵V T

3
�
B
1 (45)

2[B
1] = ↵V T

3
��

B
2 (46)

3[B
1] = ↵V T

3
�(1� 2↵)�B

3 (47)

4[B
1] = ↵V T

3
�


(1� 3↵�)�B

4 � 3↵�
(�B

3 )
2

�
B
2

�
(48)

5[B
1] = ↵V T

3
�(1� 2↵)


(1� 2↵�)�B

5 � 10↵�
�
B
3 �

B
4

�
B
2

�
(49)

6[B
1] = ↵V T

3
�

⇢
[1� 5↵�(1� ↵�)]�B

6 + 45↵2
�
2 (�

B
3 )

2
�
B
4

(�B
2 )

2
� 15↵2

�
2 (�

B
3 )

4

(�B
2 )

3

� 10↵�(1� 2↵)2
(�B

4 )
2

�
B
2

� 15 ↵�(1� 3↵�)
�
B
3 �

B
5

�
B
2

�
. (50)

These expressions reproduce the results of Ref. [1], where the SAM was originally formulated for the case of a single
conserved charge.

2. Two conserved charges B and Q

In a case of two conserved charges, say baryon number B and electric charge Q, we have Q̂ = (B,Q) and N = 2.
Here we would like to illustrate how the cumulants of baryon number are a↵ected by the presence of exact conservation
of other conserved charges. First, we note that, following Eqs. (39), (40), and (41), the first three cumulants of baryon
number B

1 have the same expression in the case of a single charge, i.e. they are una↵ected by the presence of the
conserved electric charge Q (or any other additional exactly conserved quantity).

To evaluate the fourth order cumulant, 4[B1] [Eq. (42)], we need to compute the convolution in the second term
of the r.h.s. of Eq. (42), making use of the inverse matrix of second order susceptibilities. Appendix B provides the
details of this calculation. The result is

4[B
1] = ↵V T

3
�

"
(1� 3↵�)�B

4 � 3↵�
(�B

3 )
2
�
Q
2 � 2�BQ

21 �
BQ
11 �

B
3 + (�BQ

21 )2�B
2

�
B
2 �

Q
2 � (�BQ

11 )2

#
. (51)

It is evident from Eq. (51) that the presence of a conserved electric charge influences the fourth order baryon number
cumulant if there are baryon-electric charge correlations in the underlying equation of state. This implies corrections
to the relation (48) derived in Ref. [1] for a system with a single conserved charge. To elucidate these corrections we
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Figure 3. Dependence of kurtosis cumulant ratios 4/2 of of net-baryon (black), net-charge (blue), and net-strangeness (red)
numbers on the acceptance fraction ↵, as calculated in the hadron resonance gas model using the canonical ensemble Monte
Carlo sampler with 108 events (symbols) and analytically in the framework of the subensemble acceptance method (solid lines).
The dashed lines depict SAM calculations for a single conserved charge [Eq. (90)]. The Monte Carlo sample is the same as in
Fig. 1.

second order cumulants involving net-proton, net-kaon, and net-charge numbers. This is in part motivated by recent
experimental e↵orts of the STAR collaboration in measuring these quantities [15]. While the net electric charge is
globally conserved, the net proton and net kaon numbers do fluctuate even in the full acceptance.

As follows from the results of Sec. II H, a correlation of a non-conserved quantity with a conserved charge is
a↵ected by the global conservation laws by the same factor (1 � ↵) as all second order cumulants of conserved
charges. The implication is that measurable ratios such as 

pQ
11 /

Q
2 and 

kQ
11 /

Q
2 are expected to be una↵ected by

the global conservation laws and coincide with the corresponding ratios �pQ
11 /�

Q
2 and �

kQ
11 /�

Q
2 of the grand canonical

susceptibilities.
The grand canonical susceptibilities can be evaluated in the HRG model. Extra care should be taken to account for

the large feeddown from decays of resonances to final yields of protons and kaons. The grand canonical fluctuations
and correlations of final particle numbers after resonance decays in HRG have been worked out in Refs. [36, 61]. The
grand canonical susceptibility describing correlations between two final-state hadron species i and j reads

�ij ⌘
h�Ni�Nji

V T 3
= �ij �

hrg
i +

X

R

hni njiR �
hrg
R . (91)

Here the index R sums over all resonances. The quantity hni njiR is an average product of the number of hadron
species i and j which result from decays of resonance R. This quantity takes into account the multinomial nature of
resonance decays. �hrg

i is defined in Eq. (87).

The correlator �
kQ
11 of net-kaon number with net-charge is evaluated by incorporating contributions from protons

and antiprotons as well as of all charged hadrons in the final state:

�
kQ
11 ⌘ h�(Nk+ �Nk�)�Qi

V T 3
=

X

j

qj(�k+j � �k�j) . (92)

Here k+ and k
� corresponds to positively and negatively charged final state kaons, respectively, while the index j runs

over all hadron species with charge qj in the final state, including both particles and antiparticles. The expression for

the net-proton-net-charge correlator �pQ
11 is analogous to Eq. (92). Evaluation of the grand canonical susceptibilities

in accordance with Eqs. (91) and (92) is readily implemented in the FIST package, as documented in Ref. [54].
The Monte Carlo procedure requires some extensions to incorporate the resonance decays as well. This is done in

the following way. First, we mark all the primordial hadrons and resonances as either belonging to subvolume V1 or
subvolume V2 by doing the Bernoulli trials, as before. Then we let all unstable resonances decay until only the stable
decay products are left. All decay products stemming from the same primordial resonance are assigned the same

For explicit results up to order n=6, see arXiv:2007.03850



Multiple conserved charges 
(Vovchenko, R.Poberezhnyuk, V.K, arXiv:2007.03850)

22

Also works for non-conserved quantities such as protons, K and Λ

• Mixed cumulants involving one conserved charge  
such as  scale like second order charge cumulants 

• Again, same acceptance fraction  for both p and Q, or k and Q

σp,Q
1,1

α
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κ κ

α

κ κ

Figure 4. Dependence of cumulant ratios pQ
11 /Q

2 and kQ
11 /Q

2 (left panel) and ⇡p
11 /

p
2 and pk

11/
k
2 (right panel) on the

acceptance ↵, as calculated in the hadron resonance gas model using canonical ensemble Monte Carlo sampler (symbols) and
analytically in the framework of the subensemble acceptance method (lines). Here p, k, and ⇡ stand, respectively, for net-
proton, net-kaon and net-pion numbers evaluated after resonance decays. The Monte Carlo sample contains 107 events and
uses the same thermal parameters as in Fig. 1.

subvolume as that primordial resonance. We generate 107 events where we perform resonance decays in accordance
with the above description. All the cumulants of interest are then computed in the standard way, as a statistical
average from final-state hadron distributions.

The left panel of Fig. 4 depicts the Monte Carlo calculation results for cumulant ratios 
pQ
11 /

Q
2 and 

kQ
11 /

Q
2 as

functions of acceptance parameter ↵. The ratios do not exhibit any sensitivity to the value of ↵. As predicted
by the SAM, these quantities coincide with the corresponding ratios �

pQ
11 /�

Q
2 and �

kQ
11 /�

Q
2 of the grand canonical

susceptibilities, evaluated through Eqs. (91) and (92). Measurements of such quantities can thus directly reflect
intrinsic properties of matter that are characterized by the grand canonical susceptibilities.

Second order cumulant ratios involving non-conserved quantities only, on the other hand, do depend on the size of
the subvolume. E↵ects of global conservation laws no longer cancel out in such a case. To illustrate this aspect we
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2 and 
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Here the quantities denoted as (. . .)ce are the susceptibilities evaluated in the canonical ensemble. The procedure to
evaluate such quantities analytically is detailed in Refs. [36, 61], and is readily available in the FIST package. The
↵-dependence of p⇡

11 /
p
2 and 

pk
11/

k
2 evaluated according to Eqs. (93) and (94) is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4

by dashed lines. These analytic expectations agree with the Monte Carlo results, suggesting that all second order
cumulants of non-conserved quantities can be generally described by a linear function in ↵ which interpolates between
the grand canonical (↵ ! 0) and canonical (↵ ! 1) limits, as written in the numerator and denominator of Eqs. (93)
and (94).

Does NOT work for two non-conserved charges, such as σp,K
1,1
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Figure 4. Dependence of cumulant ratios pQ
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p
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11/
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2 (right panel) on the

acceptance ↵, as calculated in the hadron resonance gas model using canonical ensemble Monte Carlo sampler (symbols) and
analytically in the framework of the subensemble acceptance method (lines). Here p, k, and ⇡ stand, respectively, for net-
proton, net-kaon and net-pion numbers evaluated after resonance decays. The Monte Carlo sample contains 107 events and
uses the same thermal parameters as in Fig. 1.
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by dashed lines. These analytic expectations agree with the Monte Carlo results, suggesting that all second order
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Thermal smearing

• Subensemble Acceptance Method (SAM) 
works in configuration space 

• Experiment measures momentum space 
• OK if perfect space momentum 

correlations a la Bjorken 

• However there is thermal smearing 
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Thermal smearing interpolates between ideal gas and true QCD (SAM)

V. Vovchenko, VK in prep.
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Figure 5. Rapidity acceptance dependence of cumulant ra-
tios 2/

Skellam
2 (top), 4/2 (middle), and 6/2 (bottom)

of net baryon distribution in 0-5% central Pb-Pb collisions at
the LHC in an excluded volume HRG model matched to lat-
tice QCD. The symbols depict the results of the Monte Carlo
event generator, the full black squares correspond to neglect-
ing the momentum smearing, the open red triangles include
the thermal smearing at particlization, and the full red circles
incorporate the smearing due to both the thermal motion and
resonance decays. The dashed black lines correspond to the
predictions of the SAM framework [5]. The solid red lines
correspond to adding a Gaussian rapidity smearing on top
of the SAM. The dashed blue lines correspond to the bino-
mial acceptance, which describes the e↵ects of baryon number
conservation in the ideal HRG model limit.

(anti)particles and describes the cumulants of net baryon
distribution in the ideal HRG model, where the global
baryon conservation constitutes the only source of corre-
lations between baryons [13–15].

The additional momentum smearing due to decays of
baryonic resonances is virtually negligible, being com-

pletely overshadowed by the thermal smearing. This
is true not only for the variance, but also for the kur-
tosis and hyperkurtosis, as seen by comparing the red
points (thermal smearing + resonance decays) with the
open red triangles (thermal smearing only) in all three
panels of Fig. 5. To understand this behavior one can
consider e.g. decays � ! N⇡. In such a decay most of
the released momentum is transferred to the lighter de-
cay product – the pion – whereas the nucleon momentum
is less a↵ected.(VV: TODO: Make a more rigorous

argument. ) We conclude that the smearing of baryon
fluctuations due to resonance decays can be safely ne-
glected. Note that this statement does not extend to
(net-)particle fluctuations involving lighter hadrons such
as pions or kaons. There the e↵ect of resonance decays
should be carefully taken care of.
In Appendix we develop a simplified analytic model to

take into account the momentum smearing in net baryon
cumulants. There we assume that the shift in kinematical
rapidity relative to the space-time rapidity is described
for all baryon species by a Gaussian. The dash-dotted
red lines in Fig. 5 exhibit the results of such a simplified
calculation. For a Gaussian width of �y = 0.3 the sim-
plified calculations agree very well with the full Monte
Carlo results. Therefore, this model can be used to pre-
dict the rapidity dependence of pT -integrated net baryon
cumulants without invoking the time-consuming Monte
Carlo event generator.
Net-baryon fluctuations in a su�ciently large rapid-

ity acceptance �Yacc & 1 are accurately described by
the analytical SAM baseline (56). The grand-canonical�
2[B � B̄]/hB + B̄i

�ev,gce
can therefore be extracted

from data by fitting the ↵-dependence of the measured
net-baryon fluctuations via Eq. (56).

We turn now to the kurtosis of net baryon fluctuations,
4[B � B̄]/2[B � B̄]. In the grand-canonical ensem-
ble this quantity coincides with the corresponding ratio
�B
4
/�B

2
of the susceptibilities. The EV-HRG model at

LHC energies yields the following value

�B
4

�B
2

' 0.67. (58)

The rapidity acceptance dependence of 4[B �
B̄]/2[B � B̄] is depicted in the middle panel of Fig. 5.
The qualitative behavior of kurtosis largely mirrors that
of the variance. In the absence of momentum smearing,
the Monte Carlo results agree with the analytical SAM
baseline of Ref. [5]:

✓
4[B � B̄]

2[B � B̄]

◆SAM

= (1� 3↵�)
�B
4

�B
2

� 3↵�

✓
�B
3

�B
2

◆2

.

(59)

Here � ⌘ 1 � ↵. At LHC energies one has �B
3
/�B

2
= 0,

thus, the second in term in Eq. (61) does not contribute.
With thermal smearing and resonance decays in-

cluded, the kurtosis deviates from the SAM baseline for



Protons vs Baryons

• Proton are subset of all baryons 
- dilutes the signal 
- need to do binomial unfolding 

•Kitazawa, Asakawa PRC ‘12  

- Otherwise Apples vs. Oranges 
- For example   

 
 
 

• Unfolding requires factorial moments not 
directly accessible in Lattice QCD 

• Only experiment can ans should do 
proper corrections

24
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�Yacc . 1 and for �Yacc ⌧ 1 tends to the binomial
distribution baseline, which at the LHC energies reads�
4[B � B̄]/2[B � B̄]

�binom
LHC

= 1 � 3↵�. For �Yacc & 1
the full result is described well by the SAM (61).

Finally, we look at the behavior of the hyperkurto-
sis, 6[B � B̄]/2[B � B̄]. Lattice QCD predicts a sign
change of the grand-canonical hyperkurtosis at µ = 0
in the vicinity of the pseudocritical temperature (Fig. 3).
This qualitative feature is thought to be a signature of the
QCD chiral crossover transition [16]. Therefore, a corre-
sponding measurement of 6[B� B̄]/2[B� B̄] in heavy-
ion collisions at the LHC can potentially serve as the
first experimental signature of that transition. The EV-
HRG model reproduces the available lattice QCD data
for �B

6
/�B

2
and gives the following value at T = 160 MeV:

�B
6

�B
2

' �0.23. (60)

The lower panel of Fig. 5 exhibits the rapidity accep-
tance dependence of the hyperkurtosis. In the absence
of momentum smearing, the Monte Carlo results are de-
scribed by the analytical SAM baseline, which for LHC
energies, i.e. for µ = 0, reads [5]

✓
6[B � B̄]

2[B � B̄]

◆SAM

LHC

= [1� 5↵�(1� ↵�)]
�B
6

�B
2

� 10↵(1� 2↵)2�

✓
�B
4

�B
2

◆2

. (61)

The hyperkurtosis, in the absence of momentum
smearing, is sensitive to the grand-canonical value (60)
in acceptances up to �Yacc . 1.5. For larger accep-
tances baryon conservation dominates, making it di�cult
to disentangle between the EV-HRG model and the bi-

nomial baseline, given by
�
6[B � B̄]/2[B � B̄]

�binom
LHC

=
1� 15↵�(1� 3↵�). This was already pointed out in our
previous study [5]. The thermal smearing distorts the
signal at small acceptances, �Yacc . 0.5, where the hy-
perkurtosis is closer to the binomial distribution baseline
than to the SAM. At 0.5 . �Yacc . 1.5, on the other
hand, 6[B � B̄]/2[B � B̄] is overshadowed neither by
the thermal smearing nor by the baryon number conser-
vation. We, therefore, argue that a measurement of a
negative hyperkurtosis in this acceptance range may be
interpreted as a signal of the chiral crossover.

C. Net baryon vs net proton fluctuations

Our discussion has so far been restricted to cumulants
of net baryon distribution. However, experiments typi-
cally cannot measure all baryons, in particular the mea-
surement of neutrons is extremely challenging. There-
fore one usually uses net protons as a proxy for net
baryons. It is natural to expect net protons to carry at
least some information about net baryon fluctuations. In

κ
κ

κ
κ

κ
κ

Δ

Figure 6. Rapidity acceptance dependence of net
baryon (black squares) and net proton (blue circles) cumulant
ratios 2/

Skellam
2 (top), 4/2 (middle), and 6/2 (bottom)

in 0-5% central Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC in an excluded
volume HRG model matched to lattice QCD. The open red di-
amonds correspond to net proton cumulants evaluated from
net baryon cumulants using a binomial-like method of Ki-
tazawa and Asakawa [17, 18]. The black lines correspond to
the analytical predictions of the SAM framework with (solid)
and without (dashed) Gaussian rapidity smearing.

fact, as shown by Kitazawa and Asakawa [17, 18], under
the assumption of isospin randomization at late stages of
heavy-ion collisions, one can reconstruct the cumulants
net baryon distribution from the measured (factorial) cu-
mulants of net proton distribution.

However, these considerations do not imply that ra-
tios of proton cumulants can be used directly in place
of the corresponding ratios of baryon cumulants, some-
thing which has nevertheless been employed in a number
of works in the literature [19? , 20]. The proton and

V. Vovchenko, VK in prep.

“experiment”“lattice QCD”



Applicability and limitations

• Argument is based on partition in coordinate space; experiments partition in momentum 
space 

- Best for high energies where we have Bjorken flow 
•Thermal smearing interpolates between “binomial” and true corrections 

- So far limited applicability for lower energies. Under invenstigation. 

• Thermodynamic limit i.e. : 

- Lattice calculations work with .  
Chemical freeze out Volume at LHC  

• Not addressed: local charge conservation

V1, V2 ≫ ξ3

Vlattice ≃ (5 fm)3 = 125 fm3

∼ 4500 fm3
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Summary

• Fluctuations are a powerful tool to explore QCD phase diagram 
- critical point 
- nuclear liquid gas transition 
- remnants of chiral criticality at µ ~ 0 

• HADES reports negative . Do they see the nuclear liquid gas transition?  
• Corrections for global (multiple) charge conservation in terms of grand canonical 

susceptibilities for ANY equation of state not just ideal gas 
- connection to lattice results 
- Applicable at top RHIC and LHC 
- Ratios of second and third order cumulants insensitive to conservation effects as long as 

acceptance fraction is the same 
• Proton cumulants cannot be directly compared to baryon cumulants 

- unfolding needed which can only done by experiment.

K3/K3

26
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Thank You



Multiple conserved charges 
(Vovchenko, R.Poberezhnyuk, V.K, arXiv:2007.03850)

28

• Allows for corrections due to electric charge (protons) or strangeness ( Λ )  
in addition to baryon number conservation.

20
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Figure 5. Acceptance ↵ dependence of net-particle variance normalized by Skellam distribution baseline for net-proton (left
panel) and net-⇤ (right panel) fluctuations, as calculated in the hadron resonance gas model using canonical ensemble Monte
Carlo sampler (symbols) and analytically in the framework of the subensemble acceptance method (SAM) with three conserved
charges (solid black lines), two conserved charges (dotted red lines), one conserved charge (dashed blue lines), as well as using
approximate relations (106) and (107) for two conserved charges (dash-dotted black lines). The Monte Carlo sample is the
same as in Fig. 4.

Below we present explicit calculations to establish the accuracy of these relations.
Figure 5 depicts the ↵-dependence of the second order net-proton (left panel) and net-⇤ (right panel) cumulants

scaled by the grand canonical Skellam distribution baselines. Calculations include feeddown from all strong and
electromagnetic decays. The symbols depict the results of Monte Carlo sampling. The Monte Carlo calculations agree
with the exact SAM calculation in a presence of three canonically conserved charges [Eq. (99)], shown in Fig. 5 by
the solid lines.

The dotted lines in Fig. 5 depict the SAM results for two conserved charges, (B,Q) in case of net protons and (B,S)
in case of net-⇤. Here no assumptions were made about the approximate equality of the diagonal and o↵-diagonal
second order cumulants as in Eqs. (102),(104). These show only negligible deviations from the full BQS-canonical
ensemble, indicating that the exact conservation of net strangeness has a negligible e↵ect on net-proton fluctuations
while the exact conservation of electric charge has a negligible e↵ect on net-⇤ fluctuations. On the other hand, the
approximate relations (106) and (107), shown in Fig. 5 by the dash-dotted lines, reveal sizable deviations from the full
results. These relations overestimate the global charge conservation e↵ects, especially at larger values of ↵. The main
reason is that the approximations that go into Eqs. (106) and (107), namely the assumed smallness of baryon-electric
and baryon-strangeness correlators, are not very accurate at the chemical freeze-out, as follows from the HRG model
calculations.2 The approximations �pQ

11 ⇡ �
p
2 [Eq. (102)] and �

⇤S
11 ⇡ �

⇤
2 [Eq. (104)], on the other hand, are found to

be very accurate, namely within 1 and 2% relative error, respectively.
Finally, the dashed lines in Fig. 5 depict the net-proton and net-⇤ fluctuations in the presence of only single

conserved charge – the baryon number [Eq. (101)]. Such a calculation is relatively close to the full result, although it
does systematically underestimate the overall e↵ect of three conserved charges.

We conclude that a quantitative HRG model analysis of net-proton and net-⇤ fluctuations requires, in addition
to baryon number, a canonical treatment of, respectively, electric charge and strangeness. This may be even more
relevant for the higher-order fluctuations, which are expected to be more sensitive to exact conservation of multiple
charges. From a practical point of view, the approximate relations (101) and (106),(107) can be used to estimate the
magnitude of the global charge conservation e↵ects, as they are found to bracket the true values of net-proton and
net-⇤ cumulants in an HRG model calculation.

2 We used Eqs. (103) and (105) involving primordial numbers of charged and strange hadrons in this calculation. The result for net-⇤
would change very little if we used hN4⇡

S,fini instead of hN4⇡
S,primi. Had we used hN4⇡

ch,fini instead of hN4⇡
ch,primi, however, it would move

the black dash-dotted line in Fig. 5 up closer to the Monte Carlo data as the fact that hN4⇡
ch,fini > hN4⇡

ch,primi implies a decrease of ↵p
Q.

Truth lies in between the “naive” corrections. Likely bigger effect for higher orders.



Subensemble acceptance: van der Waals fluid

21

29

Calculate cumulants  in a subvolume directly from the partition function𝜅𝑛[𝑁]

and compare with the subensemble acceptance results 

Finite system

Results agree with subsensemble acceptance in thermodynamic limit ( )𝑁0 → ∞
Finite size effects are strong near the critical point: a consequence of large 

correlation length 𝜉R. Poberezhnyuk, O. Savchuk, et al., 2004.14358



Binomial acceptance vs actual acceptance

12

30

Binomial acceptance: accept each particle (charge) with a 
probability  independently from all other particles 𝛼

Hmm… 
Ok.

The binomial acceptance will not provide the correct result (except for a gas of 
uncorrelated particles)

What we really need is



No QCD phase transition

31

Model by A. Sorensen

V. Vovchenko et al, 1906.01954
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Cumulants of (baryon) number distribution

32

Kn =
�n

�(µ/T )n
ln Z =

�n�1

�(µ/T )n�1
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20Cumulants scale with volume (extensive): Kn ∼ V

Volume not well controlled in heavy ion collisions 

Cumulant Ratios:
K2

�N� ,
K3

K2
,

K4

K2

K1 = �N� , K2 = �N � �N��2 , K3 = �N � �N��3

Baryon number cumulants measure derivatives of the EOS w.r.t chemical potential



Latest STAR result on net-proton cumulants

Xiaofeng Luo / Nuclear Physics A 00 (2016) 1–9 6

energies above 19.6 GeV, the values of v2
3{2} linearly increase with the log(psNN ) for all of the four centralities.

Figure 5 right shows psNN dependence of the v2
3{2} scaled by the charged particle multiplicity per participant pair

nch,PP =
2

Npart
dNch/d⌘ for three centralities. Experimentally, the nch,PP has been measured and monotonically increase

with psNN [23], which can be related to the energy density of the system. The v2
3{2}/nch,PP shows a local minimum

around 20 GeV, which is the consequence of a relatively flat trend for v2
3{2} and monotonically increasing trend for the

nch,PP in the energy range 7.7 <psNN< 20 GeV. Physics wise, the v2
3{2}/nch,PP should reflect the ability of the system

to convert the initial geometry fluctuations to the final state. Thus, the local minimum in v2
3{2}/nch,PP could indicate

an anomalous low pressure inside the matter created in the collisions near psNN=20 GeV, where a minimum is also
observed for the slope of net-proton directed flow. Apparently, these observations can be interpreted by softening of
equation-of-state due to presence of the first order phase transition. However, conclusions only can be made after
carrying out careful theoretical and model studies for the dynamical evolution of the system including the physics of
first order phase transition at finite µB.

2.5. Net-proton number fluctuations
Fluctuations of conserved quantities, such as baryon (B), charge (Q) and strangeness (S) numbers, have been

proposed as a sensitive probe to search for the signature of the QCD critical point in heavy-ion collisions [24]. These
fluctuations are sensitive to the correlation length (⇠) [24] and can be directly connected to the susceptibility of the
system computed in theoretical calculations, such as Lattice QCD [25, 26, 27] and HRG models [28]. The STAR
experiment has measured various order fluctuations of net-proton (Np � Np̄, proxy for net-baryon), net-charge and
net-kaon (proxy for net-strangeness) numbers in the Au+Au collisons at psNN=7.7, 11.5, 14.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 62.4 and
200 GeV [29, 30, 31].
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Figure 6. (Color online) Left: Energy dependence of �2 of net-proton distributions and Middle: S� divided by Skellam (Poisson) expeca-
tions for 0-5%, 5-10% and 70-80% centralities of Au+Au collisions at psNN=7.7, 11.5, 14.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 62.4, 200 GeV measured by STAR.
The experimental data is compared with Poisson expectations (dashed lines) and the UrQMD transport model calculations (shade bands ). The
statistic and systematic errors are plotted as vertical bar and brackets, respectively. Right: A schematic sketch for theoretically predicted neg-
ative(red)/positive(blue) critical contribution regions for �2 near the QCD critical point and possible chemical freeze-out regions for Au+Au
collisions 14.5 (green), 16.5 (purple) and 19.6 GeV (black).

Figure 6 left shows the e�ciency corrected �2 of net-proton distributions as a function of psNN for 0-5%, 5-10%
and 70-80% centralities of Au+Au collisions measured by STAR [31, 32]. The protons and anti-protons numbers
are measured with transverse momentum 0.4 < pT < 2 GeV/c and at mid-rapidity |y| < 0.5. The �2 shows a clear
non-monotonic variation with psNN for 0-5% centrality with a minimum around 20 GeV. Above 39 GeV, the values of
�2 are close to the unity for both central and peripheral collisions and deviate significantly below unity for the 0-5%
most central collisions at 19.6 and 27 GeV, then become above unity at 0-5% centrality in the energies below 19.6
GeV. Another intriguing structure observed in psNN dependence for the �2 of net-proton distributions in Au+Au
collisons is the so called ”Oscillation”. Namely, the oscillation is a structure that represents two observations, the so

6
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energies above 19.6 GeV, the values of v2
3{2} linearly increase with the log(psNN ) for all of the four centralities.

Figure 5 right shows psNN dependence of the v2
3{2} scaled by the charged particle multiplicity per participant pair

nch,PP =
2

Npart
dNch/d⌘ for three centralities. Experimentally, the nch,PP has been measured and monotonically increase

with psNN [23], which can be related to the energy density of the system. The v2
3{2}/nch,PP shows a local minimum

around 20 GeV, which is the consequence of a relatively flat trend for v2
3{2} and monotonically increasing trend for the

nch,PP in the energy range 7.7 <psNN< 20 GeV. Physics wise, the v2
3{2}/nch,PP should reflect the ability of the system

to convert the initial geometry fluctuations to the final state. Thus, the local minimum in v2
3{2}/nch,PP could indicate

an anomalous low pressure inside the matter created in the collisions near psNN=20 GeV, where a minimum is also
observed for the slope of net-proton directed flow. Apparently, these observations can be interpreted by softening of
equation-of-state due to presence of the first order phase transition. However, conclusions only can be made after
carrying out careful theoretical and model studies for the dynamical evolution of the system including the physics of
first order phase transition at finite µB.

2.5. Net-proton number fluctuations
Fluctuations of conserved quantities, such as baryon (B), charge (Q) and strangeness (S) numbers, have been

proposed as a sensitive probe to search for the signature of the QCD critical point in heavy-ion collisions [24]. These
fluctuations are sensitive to the correlation length (⇠) [24] and can be directly connected to the susceptibility of the
system computed in theoretical calculations, such as Lattice QCD [25, 26, 27] and HRG models [28]. The STAR
experiment has measured various order fluctuations of net-proton (Np � Np̄, proxy for net-baryon), net-charge and
net-kaon (proxy for net-strangeness) numbers in the Au+Au collisons at psNN=7.7, 11.5, 14.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 62.4 and
200 GeV [29, 30, 31].
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Figure 6. (Color online) Left: Energy dependence of �2 of net-proton distributions and Middle: S� divided by Skellam (Poisson) expeca-
tions for 0-5%, 5-10% and 70-80% centralities of Au+Au collisions at psNN=7.7, 11.5, 14.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 62.4, 200 GeV measured by STAR.
The experimental data is compared with Poisson expectations (dashed lines) and the UrQMD transport model calculations (shade bands ). The
statistic and systematic errors are plotted as vertical bar and brackets, respectively. Right: A schematic sketch for theoretically predicted neg-
ative(red)/positive(blue) critical contribution regions for �2 near the QCD critical point and possible chemical freeze-out regions for Au+Au
collisions 14.5 (green), 16.5 (purple) and 19.6 GeV (black).

Figure 6 left shows the e�ciency corrected �2 of net-proton distributions as a function of psNN for 0-5%, 5-10%
and 70-80% centralities of Au+Au collisions measured by STAR [31, 32]. The protons and anti-protons numbers
are measured with transverse momentum 0.4 < pT < 2 GeV/c and at mid-rapidity |y| < 0.5. The �2 shows a clear
non-monotonic variation with psNN for 0-5% centrality with a minimum around 20 GeV. Above 39 GeV, the values of
�2 are close to the unity for both central and peripheral collisions and deviate significantly below unity for the 0-5%
most central collisions at 19.6 and 27 GeV, then become above unity at 0-5% centrality in the energies below 19.6
GeV. Another intriguing structure observed in psNN dependence for the �2 of net-proton distributions in Au+Au
collisons is the so called ”Oscillation”. Namely, the oscillation is a structure that represents two observations, the so
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FIG. 1. The multiplicity distribution P (N) at
p
s = 7.7 GeV in the two component model given by Eq. 1

constructed with (a) e�ciency unfolded values for hNi, C3 and C4 and (b) with imposed e�ciency of 0.65.

and the cumulant
5
ratios read (CHECK PLEASE) (VK: I get for the

Cumulants {K1 . . .K6 = {40., 36.15, 18.45, 123.05,�1212.75, 11295.7} So I get K5/K2 ⇡ �34
K6/K2 ⇡ �312. I am happy to round this but then we should do this also in the

footnote where we explore the error ranger. Coe�cients in footnote are correct )

K5/K2 ⇡ �30,

K6/K2 ⇡ 300. (15)

It is worth noting that C6/C5 ⇡ C5/C4 ⇡ C4/C3 in agreement with the discussion presented in the
previous Section. We note that the resulting C2 ⇡ �3.85 is slightly more negative than the data.
However, as pointed out, e.g., in [45], the second order factorial cumulant receives sizable positive
contribution from participant fluctuations �C2 ' 2 � 3 whereas the correction to C3 and C4 are
small. In view of the sizable errors in the preliminary STAR data we consider the present fit as
satisfactory.

The resulting probability distribution, P (N), Eq. (1), is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. Even
though the component centered at N ⇠ 25 has a very small probability ↵ ⇠ 0.3% it gives rise
to a shoulder at low N which should be visible in the multiplicity distribution. However, this
would require an unfolding of the measured distribution [27] in order to remove the e↵ect of a
finite detection e�ciency. Assuming a binomial model for the e�ciency with a constant detection
probability of ✏ = 0.65, which roughly corresponds to that of the STAR measurement, the observed
multiplicity distribution of the two component model is shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. In this
case the small component ⇠ ↵ is barely visible. This observation is consistent with the fact that
the e�ciency uncorrected cumulants measured by STAR are more or less consistent with a Poisson
(or binomial to be more precise) expectation.

(VK: why not the centrality dependence? ) I think we should add a few

sentences about centrality but we need to be careful about this

sudden jump of C3 in 5-10%. The STAR data is not really good

for a quantitative discussion... (VK: Maybe we can just mumble about the

fact that C3 is already very small at larger centrality and thus the whole approach is

questionable...? )

5 K2 = hNi + C2, K5 = hNi + 15C2 + 25C3 + 10C4 + C5 and K6 = hNi +
31C2 + 90C3 + 65C4 + 15C5 + C6.
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2

after 10-20 fm/c). These features a↵ect possible signals of a phase transition. For example, there
may not be su�cient time for the correlation length to grow significantly near the critical point or
for nucleation, which is also a comparatively slow process, to occur. On the other hand phenom-
ena like spinodal decomposition, i.e., the rapid phase separation due to instabilities at the phase
transition, can occur leading to an increase in density fluctuations. Further complications arise
from the fact that the system is relatively small and therefore e↵ects of the global conservation
of the various conserved charges cannot be neglected. In addition, as the system rapidly drops
out of equilibrium, other e↵ects like resonance decays, thermal smearing as well as experimental
acceptance and e�ciency corrections may blur the signal [26–38].

Published data on the net-proton number fluctuations (which, with reasonable model assump-
tions, can be related to the net-baryon fluctuations [39, 40]) only exist from the STAR collaboration
[38] and for a limited acceptance. The published data (|y| < 0.5 and 0.4 < pt < 0.8 GeV) are
consistent with uncorrelated proton production and the trivial correlations from global baron con-
servation [31]. On the other hand preliminary data from the STAR collaborations with a larger
acceptance (0.4 < pt < 2 GeV) [41, 42] show a significant deviation from uncorrelated proton pro-
duction for collision energies

p
s  11GeV. The preliminary data consistently show an increase of

the fourth order cumulant and a decrease of the third order cumulant with respect to uncorrelated
production. The experiments provide the measured cumulants of the net-proton number distribu-
tions and not the actual multi-particle correlation functions. However, the integrated n-particle
correlation functions (factorial cumulants) can be extracted from the measured cumulants [43]
and they indeed show an interesting beam energy dependence. In particular, the integrated four
particle correlations at the lowest beam energy accessible to STAR,

p
s = 7.7GeV are very large,

about three orders of magnitude larger than a basic Glauber model (incorporating the number
of wounded nucleons [44] fluctuations) combined with baryon number conservation would predict
[45]. The challenge now is to unambiguously connect the measured correlations to physical e↵ects
from a critical point or first order phase transition.

In this paper we will investigate how one can construct the underlying proton multiplicity
distribution functions only from the measured cumulants and discuss possible physics implications
from our findings. Especially we will explore whether one can construct a multiplicity distribution
with large factorial cumulants (as measured by STAR) or integrated correlation functions from the
superposition of two multiplicity distributions characterized by small factorial cumulants.

We will assume that the multiplicity distribution is obtained as a result of up to two independent
distributions where only one distribution contributes, with a certain probability, to the proton
multiplicity of a single event. Then we will discuss the measured factorial cumulants from the STAR
experiment in the context of our constructed multiplicity distributions. Possible interpretations
in terms of phase transition physics and ’non-physics’ background will be given. Furthermore
we will propose further experimental studies which will help to better understand the origin of
experimentally measured large correlations.

II. TWO EVENTS CLASSES

Let us consider the situation where we have two di↵erent types (or classes) of events, denoted
by (a) and (b). Let us denote the probability that an event belongs to class (a) by (1� ↵) and to
class (b) by ↵ with ↵  1. In this case the probability to find N particles or protons is given by

P (N) = (1� ↵)P(a)(N) + ↵P(b)(N), (1)

where P(a)(N) and P(b)(N) are multiplicity distributions governing the event classes (a) and (b)
respectively. As we shall show, the combined distribution, Eq. (1), can exhibit very large factorial

as seen by STAR ( i.e. “infinite” correlation length)

Clear and falsifiable prediction: 

C4
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=

C5

C4
=

Cn+1

Cn
= �N̄
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For P(a), P(b) Poisson, or (to good approximation) Binomial

Cn = (�1)nKB
n N̄n n � 2

KB
n : Cumulant of Bernoulli distribution

� � 1, KB
n = � � Cn � �(�1)nN̄n

<latexit sha1_base64="smBOkTKcgkp5sZ4quHHCdvsWcys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="smBOkTKcgkp5sZ4quHHCdvsWcys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="smBOkTKcgkp5sZ4quHHCdvsWcys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="smBOkTKcgkp5sZ4quHHCdvsWcys=">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</latexit>

� |Cn| � �N�n
<latexit sha1_base64="xtbgqSvEjNBz+r83Uz6NzLt4gl4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xtbgqSvEjNBz+r83Uz6NzLt4gl4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xtbgqSvEjNBz+r83Uz6NzLt4gl4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xtbgqSvEjNBz+r83Uz6NzLt4gl4=">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</latexit>

N̄ =
�
N(a)

�
�

�
N(b)

�
> 0

<latexit sha1_base64="uwXuehF9XTCbjPRVYfb1DkGU9Xs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwXuehF9XTCbjPRVYfb1DkGU9Xs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwXuehF9XTCbjPRVYfb1DkGU9Xs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwXuehF9XTCbjPRVYfb1DkGU9Xs=">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</latexit>

predict: N̄ � 15
<latexit sha1_base64="a/yqJyhuwkXpqnphpC+ZuaXG2kY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/yqJyhuwkXpqnphpC+ZuaXG2kY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/yqJyhuwkXpqnphpC+ZuaXG2kY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/yqJyhuwkXpqnphpC+ZuaXG2kY=">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</latexit>

Cn : Factoral cumulant



Hades see similar trend 
(arXiv:2002.08701)
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Caveat: rather significant Npart fluctuations to be corrected for
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FIG. 28. (Color online) Au+Au data: E�ciency and N2LO
volume corrected proton correlators Cn as a function of the
mean number of protons hNpi within the selected phase-space
bin, y 2 y0 ± �y (�y = 0.1, . . . , 0.5) and 0.4  pt 
1.6 GeV/c, and for eight centrality selections. Error bars
on data are statistical, cups delimit systematic uncertainties
(shown, for clarity, only on the 0 – 5% selection). Black
dashed lines connect the data points in a given centrality se-
lection and red solid curves are power-law fits Cn / hNpi↵.
Only a few of the fit curves are actually presented, however
all adjusted values of parameter ↵ are listed in Table III.

would lead to large values of the combined Cn. It is there-
fore very important to put limits on possible instrumen-
tal origins of such a contaminant, as we have discussed
in Sec. II (see in particular Table I).

At higher energies a beam energy scan has been con-
ducted by the STAR collaboration at RHIC for

p
sNN =

7.7 – 200 GeV and net-proton number fluctuations have
been analyzed and published [25–27, 30, 33]. In Fig. 29
we extend the STAR systematics of net-proton cumu-
lant ratios �1 ⇥ � and �2 ⇥ �2 with our low-energy point
at

p
sNN = 2.4 GeV. The STAR analysis was done for

all beam energies in the rapidity range covered by their
TPC and time-of-flight detector, i.e. y 2 y0 ± 0.5. It is
not at all clear how the interplay between fluctuation sig-
nals from the central fireball and from spectator matter
changes with energy, and how this a↵ects the measure-
ments in rapidity intervals of a given size, in particular
at low beam energies where the proton rapidity distri-
bution is more bell shaped and much narrower than at
RHIC energies. Therefore, we present the comparison
with HADES data for two choices of the rapidity bite:
y 2 y0 ± 0.2 and y 2 y0 ± 0.4. We prefer ±0.4 over
the ±0.5 choice because of justified fears that the latter,
larger range contains sizable contributions from spectator

TABLE III. Results of the power-law fits to the proton corre-
lators shown in Fig. 28 using Cn / hNpi↵. The fit parameter
↵ and its statistical error are listed for 5% centrality selec-
tions. The few instances where the fit did not converge to
a meaningful result are indicated by a dash. Systematic er-
rors on ↵ are small, typically smaller than the statistical error
listed.

Centrality ↵[C2] ↵[C3] ↵[C4]

0 - 5% 1.86± 0.04 2.84± 0.05 3.89± 0.14

5 - 10% 1.85± 0.04 2.85± 0.05 3.75± 0.13

10 - 15% 1.84± 0.05 2.80± 0.06 3.66± 0.14

15 - 20% 1.82± 0.07 2.83± 0.09 3.72± 0.22

20 - 25% 1.78± 0.09 2.95± 0.15 4.11± 0.44

25 - 30% 1.67± 0.10 3.44± 0.40 4.46± 0.82

30 - 35% 1.59± 0.10 - 4.76± 1.36

35 - 40% 1.55± 0.11 - -

matter.

Note, finally, that the proton number cumulants as well
as their ratios are expected to be a↵ected by baryon-
number conservation e↵ects [91–93]. Such e↵ects have
indeed been observed in LHC data [76, 92] as devi-
ations from the Skellam distribution expected in the
grand canonical limit. Introducing an acceptance fac-
tor a = hNpi/hNBi as the ratio of the mean number
of protons accepted in a given phase-space bin and the
corresponding total number of baryons, the authors of
[92] could express the constraint of baryon-number con-
servation on the particle cumulants as function of a. In
the low-energy regime, where the number of antibaryons
drops to zero, the expected deviations of the cumulant ra-
tios from the pure Poisson baseline, due to global baryon-
number conservation, are then given by

K2/K1 =1� a ,

K3/K2 =1� 2a ,

K4/K2 =1� 6a(1� a) .

All three ratios are reduced by canonical suppression,
and our proton data, where a in the most central bin is
between about 0.023 (for y 2 y0 ± 0.2) and 0.051 (for
y 2 y0 ± 0.5), may be a↵ected accordingly. This, as well
as similar constraints due to electric charge conservation
will have to be accounted for in future model calculations.
The direct e↵ect of baryon-number conservation on the
particle correlators Cn has been discussed in [84] where
it was found to display a scaling behavior very di↵erent
from the one observed in Fig. 28.
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FIG. 28. (Color online) Au+Au data: E�ciency and N2LO
volume corrected proton correlators Cn as a function of the
mean number of protons hNpi within the selected phase-space
bin, y 2 y0 ± �y (�y = 0.1, . . . , 0.5) and 0.4  pt 
1.6 GeV/c, and for eight centrality selections. Error bars
on data are statistical, cups delimit systematic uncertainties
(shown, for clarity, only on the 0 – 5% selection). Black
dashed lines connect the data points in a given centrality se-
lection and red solid curves are power-law fits Cn / hNpi↵.
Only a few of the fit curves are actually presented, however
all adjusted values of parameter ↵ are listed in Table III.

would lead to large values of the combined Cn. It is there-
fore very important to put limits on possible instrumen-
tal origins of such a contaminant, as we have discussed
in Sec. II (see in particular Table I).

At higher energies a beam energy scan has been con-
ducted by the STAR collaboration at RHIC for

p
sNN =

7.7 – 200 GeV and net-proton number fluctuations have
been analyzed and published [25–27, 30, 33]. In Fig. 29
we extend the STAR systematics of net-proton cumu-
lant ratios �1 ⇥ � and �2 ⇥ �2 with our low-energy point
at

p
sNN = 2.4 GeV. The STAR analysis was done for

all beam energies in the rapidity range covered by their
TPC and time-of-flight detector, i.e. y 2 y0 ± 0.5. It is
not at all clear how the interplay between fluctuation sig-
nals from the central fireball and from spectator matter
changes with energy, and how this a↵ects the measure-
ments in rapidity intervals of a given size, in particular
at low beam energies where the proton rapidity distri-
bution is more bell shaped and much narrower than at
RHIC energies. Therefore, we present the comparison
with HADES data for two choices of the rapidity bite:
y 2 y0 ± 0.2 and y 2 y0 ± 0.4. We prefer ±0.4 over
the ±0.5 choice because of justified fears that the latter,
larger range contains sizable contributions from spectator

TABLE III. Results of the power-law fits to the proton corre-
lators shown in Fig. 28 using Cn / hNpi↵. The fit parameter
↵ and its statistical error are listed for 5% centrality selec-
tions. The few instances where the fit did not converge to
a meaningful result are indicated by a dash. Systematic er-
rors on ↵ are small, typically smaller than the statistical error
listed.

Centrality ↵[C2] ↵[C3] ↵[C4]

0 - 5% 1.86± 0.04 2.84± 0.05 3.89± 0.14

5 - 10% 1.85± 0.04 2.85± 0.05 3.75± 0.13

10 - 15% 1.84± 0.05 2.80± 0.06 3.66± 0.14

15 - 20% 1.82± 0.07 2.83± 0.09 3.72± 0.22

20 - 25% 1.78± 0.09 2.95± 0.15 4.11± 0.44

25 - 30% 1.67± 0.10 3.44± 0.40 4.46± 0.82

30 - 35% 1.59± 0.10 - 4.76± 1.36

35 - 40% 1.55± 0.11 - -

matter.

Note, finally, that the proton number cumulants as well
as their ratios are expected to be a↵ected by baryon-
number conservation e↵ects [91–93]. Such e↵ects have
indeed been observed in LHC data [76, 92] as devi-
ations from the Skellam distribution expected in the
grand canonical limit. Introducing an acceptance fac-
tor a = hNpi/hNBi as the ratio of the mean number
of protons accepted in a given phase-space bin and the
corresponding total number of baryons, the authors of
[92] could express the constraint of baryon-number con-
servation on the particle cumulants as function of a. In
the low-energy regime, where the number of antibaryons
drops to zero, the expected deviations of the cumulant ra-
tios from the pure Poisson baseline, due to global baryon-
number conservation, are then given by

K2/K1 =1� a ,

K3/K2 =1� 2a ,

K4/K2 =1� 6a(1� a) .

All three ratios are reduced by canonical suppression,
and our proton data, where a in the most central bin is
between about 0.023 (for y 2 y0 ± 0.2) and 0.051 (for
y 2 y0 ± 0.5), may be a↵ected accordingly. This, as well
as similar constraints due to electric charge conservation
will have to be accounted for in future model calculations.
The direct e↵ect of baryon-number conservation on the
particle correlators Cn has been discussed in [84] where
it was found to display a scaling behavior very di↵erent
from the one observed in Fig. 28.
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Multiplicity distribution @ 7.7 GeV
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           NO efficiency corrections!

Now we need to figure out what this means…. 

First question: How does it look in the revised data?
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Ø STAR: arXiv: 2001.02852
Ø A. Bzdak, V. Koch, D. Oliinychenkov, and 

J. Steinheimer, Phys. Rev. C98, 054901(2018).
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“Phase Boundary” vs. Spoiled Events

Ø For the 7.7 GeV collisions, after cleaning up the spoiled 
events,  the 2nd bump is gone, C5 becomes close to 
zero;

Ø We made scan of the DCAXY vs. run number for all 
collisions. All systematic uncertainties are also re-
evaluated 

N. Xu, Wroclaw meeting, July 2020


